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A
One of the main challenges in wireless communica ons is coping with channel uncertainty. Dealing with this uncertainty, and the limita ons it imposes, is ghtly related to the specific system and its applica on. In this talk we consider two
systems, namely a wireless bi-direc onal (two-way) relay-assisted communica on system and a wireless distributed detec on system. We study the impacts of channel uncertainty on the fundamental performance limits of these two systems and inves gate op mal resource alloca on that minimize these impacts.
For the bi-direc onal relay-assisted communica ons we consider a training-based system, in which receivers learn the
channels via employing dedicated pilot symbols. For Gaussian inputs we study the trade-oﬀ between the accuracy and
the bandwidth/energy costs of channel es ma on. We address this problem, from both es ma on theore c and informa on theore c perspec ves, via considering channel es ma on Cramer-Rao lower bound, mutual informa on, and
outage probability as the performance metrics.
Next, we discuss the eﬀects of channel uncertainty on the design and performance of a wireless distributed detec on
system that is tasked with solving a binary hypothesis tes ng problem. Considering systems with coherent and noncoherent recep ons, we inves gate the op mal data fusion rules that maximize the overall system detec on reliability
and error exponent. Furthermore, we present several detec on and data fusion designs that exploit diversity to combat
channel uncertainty and enhance system performance.
I will conclude my talk with a brief discussion on mathema cal modeling of tone detec on for human auditory systems
and demonstrate how detec on theory can help us significantly improve the state-of-the-art models.
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